
The same great features & 
benefits as RAUVISIO noir: 

 ▪ Irresistibly soft touch finish 
 ▪ Deeply light-absorbent
 ▪ Seamless matte from every angle; front, 

back and edge
 ▪ Fingerprint, impact and scratch resistant
 ▪ Bacteria, mold and stain resistant
 ▪ Suitable for contact with food
 ▪ Independent thermal healing of 

microscratches
 ▪ Anti-microbial, ultra-low in VOCs and  

phenol-free

Casa Blanca 154705 Smoke Stack         154710 After Dark 154708

Colors

RAUVISIO noir™ compact
Modernize horizontal and vertical surfaces with a stunning monotonic matte look. 

RAUVISIO noir compact is a 12 mm thick solid core panel that is made of synthetic thermosetting resins. The balanced panel has 
identical monotonic matte surfaces on both sides with a color matched core.

It can be used as a worktop, counter top or other horizontal surfaces as well as for wall cladding, partitions, doors or other vertical 
surfaces.



Sheet specifications
RAUVISIO noir compact is a 12 mm thick solid core panel that is made of 
synthetic thermosetting resins. This balanced panel has identical super-
matte surfaces on both sides with a color matched core. 

Cleaning and care
Clean with a damp microfiber cloth and mild soap if needed. RAUVISIO noir 
compact is resistant to most chemicals and solvent-based cleaners, but harsh 
chemicals should be avoided. Do not use brushes or scouring pads. REHAU is 
not responsible for any damage done by abrasive cleaning products or 
procedures.

Protective coat
A protective peel coat is applied to the top and bottom surfaces. Do not 
expose peel coat to direct sunlight before removal. Remove promptly after 
installing cabinet but prior to mounting decorative hardware. To remove 
peel coat, use rubber fingertips or our peel coat removal tool.

Lay a refined foundation with RAUVISIO noir
na.rehau.com/noir

Panel specifications

Appearance Super-matte

Application                      Worktop, countertop, partition

Design style Modern, contemporary

Construction Solid core, balanced panel made of synthetic thermosetting resins

Sheet size 51 x 120 in (1300 x 3050 mm)

Face material Super-matte monotonic surface, multiple colors

Back material Super-matte monotonic surface, matching colors

Core Color matched core 

Thickness 15/32 in (12 mm)
 

Super-matte monotonic surface

Color matched core

Super-matte monotonic surface


